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ABSTRACT 
It is proved that for any Lipschitz mapping 7 on the algebra Mn of II x n matrices over 
the complex numbers satisfying ‘T(0) = 0 and 0(7(A) - I(B)) c a(A - B),A,B E Mn, 
there exists an invertible matrix U E Mn such that ‘T(A) = UAU-’ for all A E M, or 
I(A) = UA’CJ-’ for all A E Mn. 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of characterizing linear transformations on the algebra of n x n 
matrices over the complex numbers @, denoted by M,, which preserve some 
distinguished properties, has been considered in a number of papers. Most often, 
such a linear transformation 7 : M, --+ M, is either of the form 7(A) = UAV for 
all A E M, or I(A) = UA’V for all A E M,, where A’ is the transpose of A, and 
U, V E M, satisfy certain conditions. The study of such transformations began 
with Frobenius in 1897, and results were scattered until 1959. 
A mapping T : M, + M, is an eigenvalue preserver if 
e.v.(ir(A)) = e.v.(A), A EM,, 
where e.v.(A) denotes the set of n eigenvalues of A counting multiplicities. In 
1959, M. Marcus and B. N. Moyls [2] proved that every linear eigenvalue preserver 
7 : M, + M, is either of the form 7(A) = UAU-’ for all A E M,, or 7(A) = 
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UA’U-’ for all A E M,, where U E M, is an invertible matrix. In order to obtain 
the same result it is sufficient to assume that ‘7 is an invertibility preserving linear 
mapping satisfying 7(Z) = I, with Z the identity matrix in M, (see [3]). 
Recall that for any A E M,, the set of eigenvalues of A is denoted by a(A). It 
is easy to verify that a linear mapping 7 : M, + M, preserves invertibility and 
satisfies 7(Z) = Z if and only if 7 is a linear mapping with 
47(A)) c a(A), A E M,. 
For arbitrary positive integers p, 4, a functionf : t?’ --+ UY is called Lipschitz 
if there exists a real constant L > 0 such that 
Clearly, every linear mapping 7 : M, + M, is bounded and therefore Lipschitz. 
Since all norms on a finite-dimensional vector space are equivalent, a mapping 7 
is Lipschitz in any norm on M, if it is Lipschitz in some norm on M,. 
In the present paper the above-mentioned results are extended by considering 
Lipschitz mappings 7 : M, -+ M, satisfying I(0) = 0 and 
47(A) - 7(B)) c o(A - B), A, B E M,. 
In the proof of Theorem 1 below, an idea similar to that of S. Kowalski and Z. 
Slodkowski [l] will be used. An analogous result for complex-valued functions 
defined on a complex Banach algebra was obtained in [ 11. 
THEOREM 1. Let 7 : M, + M, be a Lipschitz mapping with I(0) = 0. 
Suppose that 7 satisfies the condition 
0(7(A) - 7(B)) c a(A - B), A,BEM,. (1) 
Then there exists an invertible matrix U E M, such that either 
I(A) = UAU-’ , AEM,, 
or 
I(A) = UA’U-‘, 
The same holds true if7 satisfies 
A E M,. 
47(A) - 7(B)) > a(A - B), A,B E M,, (2) 
instead of the condition ( 1). 
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REMARK. Note that linearity of 7 is not assumed in Theorem 1. 
In order to prove Theorem 1, the following three lemmas will be introduced. 
The first lemma is an immediate consequence of the Rademacher’s 
theorem [4, p. 501. 
LEMMA 2. Let p be a positive integer and f : C? -+ @ a Lipschitzfunction. 
Then f has real differentials a.e. with respect to Lebesgue measure on Cr. 
REMARK. Recall that for any positive integers p, q, the real (complex) differ- 
ential of a function f : CP + 0 in a point a E UF is a mapping 
(Df)a : B + Cq, 
which is linear with respect to the real (complex) scalars, and satisfies 
J!?J 
IIf@ + 4 -f(a) - WbxII = o 
llxll 
LEMMA 3. Let K : M, + A4, be a mapping which is linear with respect to 
the real scalars. Assume that 
W(A)) c dA>, A E M,. (3) 
Then there exists an invertible matrix U E M, such that either 
K(A) = UAW’, AEM,, 
or 
K(A) = UA’U-‘, 
The same holds true iflc satisjies 
A E M, 
MW)) 1 a(A), A EM,, (4) 
instead of the condition (3). 
PROOF. Assume first that the condition (4) holds. Consider the set 
V = {A E M, IA has n distinct eigenvalues}. 
For arbitrary A E V, the relation (4) and the fact that la(K(A))J 5 n imply 
e.v.(lC(A)) = e.v.(A). 
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Let A, B E M, be arbitrary matrices. B is of the form B = B1 + i& for some 
unique Hermitian matrices Bi and Bz. B1 + rB2 is a Hermitian matrix for all 
real numbers r. Then, by the equation (5), for all k = 0, 1, . . . , n the polynomial 
equation in r. 
cd& + rB2 + A) = c~{BI + rB2 + [ U-'K(A)U]'} 
is satisfied by all real r. Hence, this equation is satisfied by all complex r, and in 
particular by r = i, for all k = 0, 1, . . . , n. Therefore 
e.v.(B +A) = e.v.(B + [U-‘K(A)u]‘), A,BEM,. (6) 
SupposenowthatA # [U-‘K(A)U]‘forsomeA E M,. Thenby [3, Lemma 2.21 
there exists 2 E M, such that 
e.v.(Z) fl e.v.(Z + [U-‘K(A)UJ’ -A) = 0. (7) 
Take B = Z - A. Due to (6), 
e.v.(Z - A + A) = e.v.(Z - A + [U-‘K(A)UJ’), 
which contradicts the equation (7). Hence, 
K(A) = UA’U-‘, A EM,. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3 when (4) is fulfilled. 
Next, suppose that the condition (3) holds. Then K is bijective. In order to see 
that, assume that K(A) = 0 for some A E M,,A # 0. Then by [3, Lemma 2.21 
there exists Y E M,, with the property 
e.v.(Y) f~ e.v.(Y + A) = 0. (8) 
K is additive, therefore K(Y + A) = K(Y), and due to (3) 
o(K(Y)) = a(K(Y + A)) c a(Y + A). 
On the other hand, also by (3) 
contradicting the equation (8). Since K: is linear with respect to the real scalars, it 
follows that K is bijective. 
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Hence lc-’ exists and it is also linear with respect to the real scalars. Moreover, 
for any A E M, 
a(A) = a(lC(IC-‘(A))) c a(~-‘(A)), 
which means that Ic-’ satisfies the condition (4). Hence, by the first part of the 
proof, Ic-’ is an eigenvalue preserver, linear with respect to the complex scalars. 
Then also K is a linear eigenvalue preserver, and due to [2, Theorem 31, Lemma 
2 is justified. ??
LEMMA 4. Let p be a positive integer and f : (cp -+ C a Lipschitzfinction. 
Assume that f has complex differentials a.e. with respect to Lebesgue measure on 
U. Then for all a, b E U, the function fn,b :@ + Cc, given by 
fa,b(Z) = f (a -I- zb), 2 E cc, 
is afine. 
PROOF. Take an arbitrary b E (CP. Let W be a subset of 0’ such that f has 
complex differentials in every point a E W, and m((CP\W) = 0. For any a E CJ’ 
denote 
Set 
G = {a E cCp 1 ml(G,) = 0). 
Here m and ml are Lebesgue measures on V and Cc respectively. 
Considering CP as a direct sum of (6)’ and of the linear span of {b}, a simple 
use of the Fubini theorem gives that m(CP\G) = 0. Here {b}’ denotes the linear 
subspace of UY of all y E U which are orthogonal to b. Consequently, the set G 
is dense in U’. 
For any a E G, the function fa,b has complex differentials a.e. on Cc with 
respect to ml. Moreover, fo,b is a Lipschitz function and therefore entire by [ 1, 
Lemma 3.21. 
If a E CP\G, choose a sequence {ak} C G such that limk,, ak = a. Let L 
denote the Lipschitz constant for f. The inequality 
Ifox&) -fa,b(dl = If(ak + zb) -f(a + zb)l 
2 Llbk - ali 
holds for all z E Cc and for all k E N, yielding that the sequence &,b} of entire 
functions converges uniformly to fo,b. 
Hence, fa,b is entire for all a, b E a?‘. It is also a Lipschitz function with respect 
to the constant Lllbll and thus affine, for all a, b E U. ??
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let T,k : M, --f C be given by 
‘$,dA) = (7(A))j,k, 
for all pairs of integers j, k = 1,2, . . . , n. Since 7 is a Lipschitz mapping the 
same must be true for 7j’,k for any j, k = 1,2, . . . , n. Moreover, by Lemma 2, for 
anyj,k = 1,2 ,..., n the function q,k has real differentials a.e. on M,, say on 
M,\Zj,k, m(Zj,k) = 0. 
Further, denote Z = Uik=1Zj,k. Then m(Z) = 0 and the real differential 
(Dq,k)A exists for all j, k = 1,2, . . . , n and for all A E M,\Z. 
Choose A E M,\Z. Since (Dq,k)A is linear with respect to the real scalars for 
anyj,k= I,2 ,..., n, it is clear that I has the real differential (DI)A in A, given 
by 
(WAX = ((D?,k)AX)jlk=l, XEM,. 
For all r E JR, r # 0, and all X E M, the following holds: 
7(A + rX> - I(A) 
CJ 
> 
N a(X), r 
where N stands for c or > with respect to the validity of the condition (1) or (2). 
Then it follows that 
c@~)AX) = 0 lim 
7(A + rX) - I(A) 
r-0 > 
N a(X), r 
and therefore the conditions of Lemma 3 are fulfilled for ( D~)A. Thus by Lemma 
3, (D~)A is linear with respect to the complex scalars, and hence (Dq,:k)A is linear 
foranyj,k = 1,2 ,..., n. This is true for all A E M,/Z, and m(Z) = 0. So the 
conditions of Lemma 4 are fulfilled for the functions q&j, k = 1,2, . . . , n. 
According to Lemma 4, the mapping (q,,k),J,a : @ + @, given by 
(q,k)A,B(d = q’,k(A + d% 2 E @, 
is affine, for all A, B E M, and for any j, k = 1,2, . . . , n. Therefore, the same must 
be true for the mapping 7A.n : @ -+ cc, defined by 
IA,&) = 7(A + zB), z E @. 
Hence 
IA,&) = z [&9(l) - IA,B(O)] + IA,B(O) 
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for all z E Cc, or equivalently 
I(A + zB) = zV(A -t- B) - WUI + 7(A), z E cc, A, B E M,. (9) 
Take first A = 0. The assumption I(0) = 0 together with (9) implies 
7(zB) = z7(B), z E C. 
Letting z = 2 and replacing B by $(C - A) in (9) for arbitrary A, C E M, 
results in 
7(c) = 2 7 
[(’ > 1 $A + C) - 7(A) + 7(A) = 7(A + C) - 7(A), 
which yields 
7(A + C) = I(A) + I(C), A, C E M,. 
Therefore 7 is linear. Using finally Lemma 3, the proof of Theorem 1 is 
completed. ??
The author is grateful to f! Sew-1 for pointing out the problem and for many 
helpful discussions. 
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